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ABSTRACT - In this paper, we introduce a new concept, the a-fuzzy max order, and then use the
concept in the study of fuzzy linear constrained optimization problems. For constraints given by 11

inequalities involving fuzzy numbers with isosceles triangle membership functions, we prove that the
feasible solution space is determined by 3/1 non-fuzzy inequalities. For constraints involving fuzzy
numbers with other forms of membership functions, we develop two nwnerical algorithms
respectively for the determination of the feasible solution space and the solution of the fuzzy
optimization problem. An illuminative example is also given in this paper to demonstrate the validity
of the methods and algorithms developed.
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1 Introduction

In optimizing real world systems. one usually ends up with a linear and nonlinear programming problem. For
many cases, the coefficients involved in the objective and constraint functions are imprecise in nature and have
to be interpreted as fuzzy numbers to reflect the real world situation. The resulting mathematical programming is
therefore referred to as fuzzy mathematical programming problem.

In recent years, various attempts have been made to study the solution of fuzzy mathematical progranuning
problems with objective functions involving fuzzy numbers, either from theoretical or computational point of
view. Tanaka et al. [12J formulated the fuzzy linear programming (FLP) problem as a parametric linear
progranuning problem while Luhandjura [7J formulated the (FLP) problem as a semi-finite linear programming
problem with infinitely many objective functions. More recently, Maeda [9J formulated the (FLP) problem as a
two-objective linear programming problem. However, Maeda's work is applicable to fuzzy numbers with
triangular membership functions only. Zhang et. al [16J has thus further developed Maeda's work to formulate
the (FLP) problem as a four-objective linear programming problem and the new work is applicable to problems
involving fuzzy numbers with any form of membership functions.

This paper is a continuation of our recent work presented in [16J. In the paper, we develop an optimization
method for solving a different kind of problems, namely linear optimization problems with constraint
inequalities involving fuzzy numbers. 111e rest of paper is organized as follows. In section 1\\-0. we give some
basic definitions and theorems fundamental to the development to be described in section three. In Section three,
we firstly introduce the concept of a-fuzzy max order and use the concept to define a fuzzy optimization
problem. Then, an important theorem is developed concerning the determination of the feasible solution space
defined by the constraint inequalities involving only fuzzy numbers with isosceles triangle membership
functions. In Section fOUL two numerical algorithms are developed respectively for the solution of the (FLP)
problem and the solution space defined by the constraints involving fuzzy numbers with any form of
membership functions. In Section five, an illustrative example is given to demonstrate the validity of the
methods and the algorithms developed.
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2. Preliminaries

In this ,l'et1011. Ill' present some b:lSlC concepts. definitions and theorems that are to be used 111 the subsequent
sections, The work presented in this sect Ion can also be found from our recent paper in [16].

Let R be the set of all real numbers. R" be n-dimensional Euclidean space. and x = (x}, x: " x,,/. v = (!'J, Y:,
E R" be any two vectors. where x,.\', E R. i ~.1.2. . nand T denotes the transpose of the lector. Then we

denote the inner product of x and .\ (Y. For any two vectors x .. \' E R·. Ill' lITHe x> I' iff

x, ~ .\,. i = 1.2. ".n: x> \ itT x> .\' and x = 1': x > y 1fT x, > r.-: i = 1.2 •.... n.

Definition 2.1 A fuzzy number (I is defined as a fuzzy set on R. whose membership function P" satisfies the

following conditions:

1. f.Ja is a mapping from R to the closed interval [0. 1J;

2, it is normal, i.e., there exists x E R such that Pi; (x) = 1;

3.forany/_E(O.I]. a i > fl,; (x) ?:: /.: is a closed interval, denoted by [a;' . a: ].

Let F(R! be the set of all f1.IZZynumbers, By the dccomposn ion theorem of fuzzy set. we hale

(1)

Let F'IRi be thc set of all finuc n umbers on II.

Fheorcrn 2.1 Lcr Ii' he' 0/11::::\ u

x<m

.Y > n

(I < u-, I and lim LIX 1= U R(xi is The

t et t-tont: II .tou: "IU/lorO/le ,1",-",. "'" 0 (I < Rlxl <. 1 and Inn,_+> R( XI = 0

Corollary 2.1 For Clerl' Ii' E F(R) and /.:- )'2 E [0. 1]. If ).: < i.. then c

Defini lion 2.2 Fer any .i . 17 E FI R i and U < i. E R. the <urn of u and band the scalar product or i. and (I are

defined b\ the membership function,

U, ;: (t) = sup min 1111. (In. (21

Theorcl112.2Furullj :'i.h EF(R)ulld UsuER,

ou = U
illl,lj
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Definition 2.3 Let a, E F(R),i = 1,2,,, .n. We define a = (aj,al,.an)

Pa : R" ---+ [0,1]
n

X H 1\ jia (x.),
i=l I

where x = (Xl, Xl, "" xn{ E R". and a IS called an »-dimensiona! fuzzy number on R", If

a, E F' (R). i = 1,2•.. '. n, a is called an n-dimensional finite fuzzy number on R",

Let F (R") and F (R") be the set of all n-dimensional fuzzy numbers and the set of all n-dimensional finite fuzzy

numbers on R" respectively.

Proposition 2.1 For eve/}' a E F(Rn), a is normal.

Proof. Sinee a E F(Rn), there exist a, E F(R), i = 1,2,,,,, n such that a = (aI' al ... " an)' As a, (i = 1,2,"" n)
is normal, it follows that there exists x, E R (i = 1,2,.··,n) such that Pa, (xj) = 1 (i = 1,2,.··n), Let x = (Xl, .12, ... ,

xn)T E R", then

n
Pa(x) = 1\ Pa (x,) = I.

j=1 I

which implies that a is normal.

Proposition 2.2 For every a E F(R"), the A-section of Ii is an n-dimensional closed rectangular region/or
an)'AE[O,lJ,

Proof. Since Ii E F(R"). there exist Ii, E F(R). i = 1.2•.. ·. n such that a = (ar. a1. ". a,,), A~ the i.-section of

a, (i = L2 .... n) is a closed interval [a,; .a,~] (i = 1,2,.. ·.n). \\'C have

a;. =lx;Pa(X)~A}

= {v; 1\ P~ (x,) > ;q
i=l Wi =

= IX;Pa, (X,) ~ ;" i = 1,2.· .. ,n)

-!Y-(Y y v- )T.y Ea 1'-1') III- l '••.- ~\l'·\~'···'· ...n_ •• •• i i;.' - ,.•.., .. , f

-iy-(y x ... x)T'XE[aLaR]/'-12"·'l\
-t·\'- '\\'-2' 'n ,-j i).' i/' - " 'J'

for any ;c E (0, I]. This implies that the ;,-section of a is an n-dimensional elosed rectangular region for any A E
[0, I]

Proposition 2.3 For ever)' a E F(R") and h A2 E [0, I]. if /.r :.::;'1then a;. c a I., .

Proof. Obvious,

Definition 2.4 For any n-dimensional fuzzy numbers a,b E F(R"). we define

I (-I ~ b iff L b L d R l R '- I ') .. " ('01]', r a,;, ~ i : an a,;, ~ ), I. ' I - .~, .11, I" E • •

2 a>-b iff a,; ?:.-b,; and a,~ ?:.-b,~,i=1.2 ....• n.;.E(0,l];

3, a>-biff a,~>b,; and a,~>bi~,i=I,2,. .. ,n,AE(O,I].

We call the binary relations ~'::O: and >- a fuzzy max order, a strict fuzzy max order and a strong fuzzy max

order, respectively,

3
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3. Fuzzy linear programming problem and a-fuzzy max order

Consider the following fuzzy linear programming (FLP) problem:

(HP)

r
II maxumze

<

n
(c ,) =)' C X,i
," F ~ (4)

subject to Ax -< h. .v > O.

where

in which EO F" (in i = L 2.",. III. j = I. 2,. ... n. Based on the definition of the fuzzy max order (Definition

25), the (FLP) problem (5) is equivalent to the following (FLP;) problem.

maximize
Ii

(c, x) F = I <»,
i=1 (5)

Obviouslv. a feasible solution I1EiSt the consuaints fur all/. EO [0. I] However. in general. this
rcqurremcnt is too strong. ;\0\\ consider a typical coefficient c represented bv a fuzzy number C" The

posslbJilty of such a parameter r, taking v.iiuc in the range [c '. c.] is;. or above, \\'hJie the pl)ssibility of

taking val uc beyond L, c/ J IS ks, than /C. Thus. one would generally be more interested in solutions

obtained 1I,ing coeffil'ienls ('

involved arc either real number- (If

usual i"tplIl1llLaUOn

Iollovim: dcCl11ltic>ns,

\al'x.; In L. c r: J with ;.2. a > (I As a special case. If the coefflclcnts

numbers \\ 11h lunci ior». then. vc will have the
<ii'i'l"e that "IC choose a = I, To fonnulatc thiS Idea. \\t: introduce the

Definition 3.1 For any »-dimensional numbers (l.h EO F( 1('), we define

4 b .rr L .nula >/.

5. if ur L b. ar.dl~
;-

(J! ,~ S a

P • i == I.~... - . n. IT C [(c 1] .

r- •• i = 1.2 ... ·.1:.;. EO [u

We call the binary relations >-- '::u and >-- iI a a-Cuny max order. a strict a-fuzzy max order and a strong [{-

fuzzy max order. r,::;pecti\e!y

\\'ith De!lJl!lloll:; 1. \Ie turn our interest \U the solution ofthe il'll(v,\il1£ problem:

ma:\I11117e (c. x) r = I C,'!
1=1 (6)(FLP(! )

to ,'1'. -< h. Y > II

max trmze (c,x)=Ic,Y,
j=-1 (7)(FLPui.)

tu
r !
"x~b; . Y~b:.X;;;O.7)EO[[{.IJ
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where c I, = (a"R) .b', = I. ,and
"1. ..rn· Ii ,.

R

Theorem 3.1 Let r be the solution of the (FLP Q;J problem ( Then it is also a solution of the IFLI\,) problem
defined by (6),

Proof The proof is obvious from Defini non 3,1.

Theorem 3.2 If all the fuzzy coefficients and b, have isosceles triangle membership functions

I < Z - he

z - he < I < z
(8)

z < I < z T he

z + he < I

where :: denotes or b. ' z and h , are the centre and the deviation parameter of :: respectively Then, the

space of feasible solutions )," is defined by the set of x E R" with .v, for i= 1,2, ",II, satisf\ing

Jx <:b,-(I-
(9)

]< < b -r- (1-

Proof

From Thc.ue:n 3 I, X is defined

x = {x E R Ia.
! I

D

,x 2 0, c), E [uJJ and i = 1.2, . ~!Ii: (10)

I h.u is, X is the set ofr EC R" with x> ° and satisfying

I = Iu
11

x -h.- <0, ;,. ="
j 7.

·'.Y ~h < 0, ~.), E[uJ] am: i = L:" .. , II! ( 111
,=1

For fuzzv number, with isosceles mangle membership functions, we have

,l = c: - (1-;). U.' =(1 ". 11-).1. 112)

b".l,,' = b - 17- (1 -
, ! b,

;,R =6 + (I-Ie)
1/. j 1131

,'''UO'.'''''''','' 112! and (13) into (Ill, we 11:1\e

= I[a!!-
1=1

(I-;)J\) -[bl - (1-),)], (14)

J =" (1-; IJx - (1-; JJ, ( 151

5
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0:011, our problem becomes to show that l ./, < 0, J :s. O,\' i, E [a,l] and i = 1),"', iii if (9) IS satisfied From

(9)" we have

( 16)

From (91: -, we obtain

(17)

X; -I < - I:::1L X - hi)'
j:::l

(1 S)

Thus. from (l.:f) and (15) and using (161 - (1 S). we haw. for any i. E [a. 1] and i = 1,2 ..... //I.

I,; = t2.:auXj -bi ) -(L XI - h~ )(1- A)
b]

j=1
,.

1 - /,
< I
,

a x -b I - ('a i: -h I --
I-(1

t: ). -(1
= I'«, i: -t.. I--

I-((

< [I,

f = ('(1 \ -t: ) l- (' X .- )(1 - ).)

, , 1 - -:
< I " J

-L, I- I 0 .Y - )--

/=1 1 - (1

< (I

The IS comp.ct,;

4 Numerical algorithm

It should be "rnpln;ized that fOt involvun; fuzzy n.nnbers with nonlinear membership functions.
Thcorcm L? IIi II not be applicable. However. based on Theorem :;, L we can derive a numerical algorithm I'm
the dctcnuinauon elf the sj1:ll'e 0: feasible soluuons and an ldgonlhm for the numerical soluuon of the (FLFc!

cldinccl (- J. For In prescm.u ion. lIe dcfine

X.i ~ :x E R n I I \ :s. h;' , A;'i: :'::/1; .. \ > 0 E [a.l]).

Let the interval [a. 11 be divided into III sub-intervals with (111'1) nod"s i,! (i = O. //I) arranged in the order a = )"

< /~; /"' < /, ;_";= 1

Step 1 Set III = 2. then determine X = nX;,:

2.>11

Step 2. Determine ){2n: = n X

6
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Step.' If - Xm
), then X '" XC"'. Otherwise. set m to 2/11 and go to Step 2, where

space is close to Y·'. namely
~ X" means that the

. .Y -:-i = 1.2.- ". t t •

in which [x/', represents the interval of x, obtained by using 2m sub-intcrvai-,

Al!..'orithm fur the (FLP,.) problem:

Let the interval [il. lJ be divided mio m <ub-intcrvals with (m-l, Iwdes;. Ii = O.!III arranged in the order a
;.j} < ii -; ;': < .. < i", = 1 and denote

[max .\',
(FLP, )'/1' \

[subject to x,= X"

Step I. Set m = 2, then solve the (FLP,,;)m problem for (x)m' where (Xl", = (x), Xl •.. , XII)'" and the subscript III

indicates that the result is obtained subject to constraint XE)(":

Step 2 Sohe the (FLP problem fen (x):,,,:

Step.' If )]m - Ii < Tol, the solution of the (FLP"I prcblcm IS x'=(xb, Otherwise. update m to 2m

and go to Step 2

::; An illustrative example

Example

I ~ \

to '\+ 42
.~,.II

(FU'l 4) 1201

.r - \' -,,--+

X> O,.J > 0

-where (rOS. ~ (1. 7 and 9 are

,Li, (x) =
I+c-.\ c<x<c-l

x-c+l c-I \<c

o \ < t, -!

() , -1

)I; (c) = 1 \\·Ink. 42 and 45 arc n.unlcr-, with membership
functions bv

o
(' -,2 < .J.

)Ie (Xl = 2+c-x
x<c-'-2-~-_._- c

2
o l - 2 <\
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If all fuzzy numbers c; are replaced by non-fuzzy value CI satisfying fie, (c.) = 1, then the (FLP) problem

becomes the nonnal linear mathematical programming problem The solution In this casc IS

(x', y') = (5~, 1~) with objective function value -104,000, If fuzziness has to be considered, by Theorem
13 13

3.2, the problem becomes a usual linear programming problem subject to 9 constraint inequalities. The solution

in this case is (./, y') = (4.9286,0.9286) with objective function value -100.143. As a validation of the

algorithms presented in Section 4, the feasible solution space X and the (FLP)eti. problem are also solved by the
algorithm for X and the algorithm for the (FLP)eti. problem respectively. The solutions obtained are exactly the
same as those from Theorem 3.2.
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